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“I definitely feel like I’m reaching a crossroads where I may have to make a choice to
live elsewhere, because I feel like I’m getting priced out of Burlington.”
Trish Denton
Burlington-based artist
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Arts ready to rebound in VT
– if artists can find housing
Northern Stage looks to future
with $7.5M building project
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housing for staff and visiting artists. By
owning its own housing, Northern Stage
figures it can better lure and attract artists coming into town for temporary gigs
as well as full-time employees of the
company.
Northern Stage approached the town
of Hartford on May 19 with preliminary
plans to add housing in the village of
White River Junction. The project, with
a tentative cost of $7.5 million, would
create 31 beds in 24 units and help draw
and keep artists, stage crew and the
company’s administrative employees in
the small, rural community of just over
2,000 people.
Just as significantly, the project
would free up 10 to 15 units Northern
Stage currently leases on behalf of employees and visiting artists at a time
when housing in Vermont has become
especially scarce and expensive.
“We’ve been in the housing business
as a necessity of the art we do,” said
Irene Green, managing director at
Northern Stage for nearly a decade.
“The challenges around that have continued to multiply.”
Observers in the arts world who rely
on housing for their artists attribute the
state’s unusually-tight real-estate market to factors including an influx of outof-staters buying housing in Vermont
during the COVID-19 pandemic, reducing the available housing stock and driving prices up. With arts organizations in
Vermont looking to rebound after two
years of devastating pandemic-related
shutdowns, some see securing housing
for artists and crews — owning housing
rather than relying upon the changeable
market for rental housing — as one of
the best ways to ensure their survival.
Schramm, for instance, said she is
looking forward to the chance to move
into newer housing should the project
go through. Upgraded housing would
entice actor Thom Miller back to Northern Stage. The actor has come from New
York state to perform in and stay in temporary housing in White River Junction
off and on since 2006.
“Having housing that makes you feel
comfortable is, I guess, priceless,” the
actor said on a recent evening, moments
before performing at Northern Stage.
Improved housing, he said, would be a
boon for artists and the company alike.
“People will want to work here nonstop,” Miller said.

How owning homes could help
Northern Stage survive another
economic crisis
Miller spent that night in the tony
digs of Camelot, or more specifically,
“Monty Python’s Spamalot,” the irreverent show Northern Stage presented this
spring. An early song in the musical, “I
Am Not Dead Yet,” is meant as a comic
take on the Black Death centuries ago
but hit close to home in light of the COVID-19 pandemic that has killed more
than 1 million Americans in just over two
years.
Northern Stage, after losing much of
its schedule since March 2020, had to
cancel nine of its planned 37 performances of “Spamalot” when COVID ran
through cast and crew. The unsteady
ebb and flow of the virus in Vermont
represents another of the challenges
that Green said have continued to multiply for Northern Stage.
“We faced our ruin when COVID hit,”
said Carol Dunne, producing artistic director at Northern Stage.
Not only did the theater company
lose multiple productions when the
pandemic curtailed public gatherings,
Northern Stage had to pay thousands of
dollars a month for rental housing it had
secured but was unable to use. Green
said Northern Stage had to negotiate a
new arrangement to stop the financial
hemorrhaging that, without funding
from the federal Shuttered Venue Operators Grant, could have doomed the 25year-old theater company. (The company continued to pay for unused apartments until the landlords could re-rent
them to other tenants, at which point
Northern Stage was allowed out of its
lease agreements.)
The arts deliver entertainment and
enlightenment for audiences, but the
creative sector also provides thousands
of jobs for the Vermont economy. According to the Vermont Arts Council, the
state’s creative-sector employment totaled nearly 41,000 jobs in 2019, the last
year before the pandemic. That adds up
to nearly 10% of employment statewide;
arts and culture represents about a
quarter of the total that includes design
and specialty food.
Many of those arts-and-culture jobs
pass through White River Junction.
Green, the managing director at Northern Stage, said the company brings 250
artists into town on short-term contracts in a typical year.
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Helen Rooker, from left, production manager, Thom Miller, an actor in “Spamalot,” and Thalia Schramm, company manager
and artistic producer for Northern Stage, sit outside the theater company’s Barrette Center for the Arts in White River
Junction on May 11. PHOTOS BY BRENT HALLENBECK/FREE PRESS

Northern Stage was scrutinized in a
February column in its hometown publication the Valley News for paying less
than the state’s new minimum wage to
apprentice employees, though as the
column points out a nonprofit company
such as Northern Stage is only legally
obligated to pay the lower federal minimum wage. Green said the nonprofit
company she called “a mentoring institution” provides other benefits, including offering employees a 30% discount
from market rental rates. Employees
pay $700-$1,000 per month if they
choose to rent from Northern Stage, in
addition to receiving free utilities, trash
service, and internet.
Dunne, the producing artistic director, said the company began seriously
considering buying rather than renting
housing about five years ago. The company’s art has grown to the point that it
demands more space, Dunne said,
which means Northern Stage needs
more space for people as well.
“COVID built the case” to own housing for employees, according to Dunne.
“We never expected that.”
She said the pandemic helped Northern Stage realize it needs added capital
to survive a similar economic challenge.
By owning housing rather than being
caught in an expensive leasing agreement, Northern Stage could sell buildings should another crisis arise.
If the proposal is approved, Northern
Stage would build new or renovate existing housing a short walk up Gates
Street from the Barrette Center for the
Arts. Green hopes that housing could
become available to employees in two
years, which would also reduce the
housing strain in the Upper Valley.
“That’s good for the entire community,” she said, “and not just good for
Northern Stage.”

‘It’s not sustainable’: Weston
Theater pays more for staff
housing farther away
The housing shortage in Vermont, of
course, is not unique to the Connecticut
River valley. It’s felt in areas both rural
and urban.
Susanna Gellert is artistic director of
the Weston Theater Company, formerly
known as Weston Playhouse and located in a southern Vermont town of less
than 1,000 residents. Like Northern
Stage, the Weston company is experiencing the housing pinch.
The company operates primarily in
the summer and relies on seasonal rental property in and near the isolated
community of Weston. Since the pandemic arrived, however, Gellert said
those rentals have dissipated with longtime landlords selling houses during the
real-estate boom.
“We simply have lost access to housing stock,” said Gellert, who estimated
that Weston can no longer use 25 to 40
bedrooms at houses the company has
rented for decades. Gellert attributes
the decrease in part to people fleeing urban areas during the pandemic to buy
housing in Vermont and an increase in
property owners renting for shorterterm arrangements such as via Airbnb.
Gellert is loath to say “How dare
you?” “It’s economics,” she said, adding
that some of Weston’s patrons may use
Airbnb to stay in town. “It’s definitely
causing problems for us.”
Weston pays for performers and tem-

Theater-goers file into the Barrette
Center for the Arts in White River
Junction on May 11 for the Northern
Stage production of “Monty Python’s
Spamalot.”

porary staff including stage managers,
lighting crew and sound crew to stay in
seasonal housing. When those workers
have to drive longer distances to stay in
more expensive places, it affects the
employees and it affects the theater
company.
“The bottom line is it’s impacting our
operational budget,” Gellert said. “It’s
not sustainable for the long term.”
Short-term, the company is mulling
options such as host families for out-oftown performers much as the Vermont
Lake Monsters collegiate-level baseball
team provides for players in Burlington.
Long-term, Gellert said, state government needs to find ways to encourage
housing “that feeds communities as a
whole.”

Independent artist hit by housing
struggles
Trish Denton is an independent artist but, like those connected to Northern
Stage and the Weston Theater Company, housing challenges cloud her future.
Denton lives in Burlington with her
teenage son and works a variety of jobs
in the Vermont arts scene. She’s artistic
director of In Tandem Arts, has led productions such as the dance-theater hybrid “Orkestriska’s Box” and recently
helped create “X-VOTIVE,” an immersive music-video experience coupled
with a live set by soulful Burlington
band Acqua Mossa.
Denton’s artistic career is built on elevating the stories of Vermont communities. She’s afraid the housing shortage
may force her to leave those communities.
“I’m a community-based artist. The
work I have done in Vermont has very
much been centered around the two
communities I have lived in and been intimately involved in,” said Denton, who
previously lived in Montpelier. “I definitely feel like I’m reaching a crossroads
where I may have to make a choice to
live elsewhere, because I feel like I’m
getting priced out of Burlington.”
A survey by a Burlington realty company showed that the median sale price
of a single-family home in northwestern
Vermont jumped by more than 16% last
year. Denton feels partly responsible for
those numbers. She cited the South End
of Burlington, where artists made communities hip by moving into cheap studio space, creating a culture that improves quality of life that eventually attracts business investments and drives
up property values.
“It’s really hard to feel like I’m reaching this point where I’m seeing Burling-

ton get so rapidly gentrified and I feel
like I contributed to it,” said Denton,
who was quick to add she was speaking
to her situation and not for all Burlington artists.
“To be honest, I feel sort of stupid at
this point. I feel like I shot myself in the
foot,” she said. “I really believed all
through my career here for almost 20
years that I was buying into or paying
forward into some idea of belonging and
community and strengthening a social
fabric that I was a vital thread in. I kind
of have had this time during the pandemic to be introspective and I’m like,
‘Oh, no.’”
Denton’s recent housing history in
Burlington includes having her rent
raised by almost $500 a month in 2017,
prompting her and her son to find a new
place to live. The owners sold that house
in 2020 and Denton said she and her
son “significantly downsized” when
they had to move into a smaller space in
that house.
“I’m just waiting for the other shoe to
drop because everyone around me has
gotten their rent raised,” Denton said.
“It’s just so painful to think about having to leave.”
Vermont will lose a lot if artists have
to go to more-affordable locations elsewhere.
“Burlington is this really, really interesting, special incubator for the arts
that’s very different from a metropolis,”
said Denton, who has recently worked
with immigrants from Nepal, Bhutan,
Tibet and Somalia. “All of these cultures
are the faces of Vermont.”

Equity in housing, theater
Miller, whose roles in “Monty Python’s Spamalot” included portraying
Sir Galahad, said better housing makes
for better performances. How can a
dancer perform at top level with a bad
back from a substandard bed in a furnished rental? he asked. By living in the
same complex as Northern Stage’s proposal would create, he said cast and
crew form tighter bonds that inevitably
improve the work they present to audiences.
Helen Rooker, production manager
for Northern Stage, came to the theater
company as an apprentice. They would
have had to put 100% of their salary toward housing had they not grown up in
the Upper Valley and been able to stay
with family for a while.
Rooker now lives in a Northern Stage
subsidized rental downtown. By not
having to drive a long distance and being able to eat lunch at home rather than
on the road, Rooker can live more economically and have “more personal
bandwidth” for their job.
Creating more affordable housing for
artists will let Northern Stage bring in
people of all economic backgrounds
who lack the benefit of living with family that Rooker enjoyed.
“That’s one of the big questions in
theater,” they said. “How can we be
more equitable? How can we be more
fair?”
Contact Brent Hallenbeck at bhallenbeck@freepressmedia.com.
Follow
Brent on Twitter at www.twitter.com/
BrentHallenbeck.
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